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BP faces new threat from Russian partners
Published: Wed, 2011-10-19 22:43
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MOSCOW — Oil company BP’s 50 per cent-owned Russian affiliate TNK-BP is being asked to join one of its shareholders in a court
battle seeking billions of dollars in compensation from its British parent. BP expects to be able to block the request, which stems from a
dispute over its failed attempt to work with an alternative partner in Russia, by using the four directors it has on the board, as decisions
material to the company need approval from eight out of nine TNK-BP directors. Nevertheless, the move highlights AAR’s pursuit of
its own damages claim in the UK and the ongoing tensions between the partners.

BP and the quartet of billionaires who own the other half of Russia’s third-largest oil producer clashed over BP’s attempt to secure an
exploration and share-swap deal with state-controlled Rosneft. Through their Alfa-Access-Renova (AAR) consortium, the billionaires
successfully blocked the Rosneft deal in May. Rosneft has since turned to US-based Exxon as a replacement partner. Now a minority
shareholder in the listed subsidiary of 50-50 joint venture TNK-BP Ltd, TNK-BP Holding, is seeking damages of more than $13 billion
in a Russian court from BP and two nominees on the board of TNK-BP Holding, Peter Charow and Richard Sloan. TNK-BP Ltd
controls 96.5 per cent of TNK-BP Holding. The rest is in free float.
AAR, which declined formal comment, has said it has no connection with the suit brought by TNK-BP Holding shareholder Andrey
Prokhorov. But sources close to AAR, which represents the four tycoons Mikhail Fridman, German Khan, Viktor Vekselberg and Len
Blavatnik, have said they are sympathetic to the suit. Although the original BP-Rosneft deal was championed by Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin, who has announced plans to return to the presidency next year, the government has refrained from intervening directly
in the ensuing TNK-BP shareholder row. “We have always emphasised that this is a corporate conflict. We have never taken sides ...
although it’s quite unpleasant for us that this conflict, this action, exists,” Deputy Energy Minister Anatoly Yanovsky told reporters in
Paris yesterday.
Prokhorov’s request for support will be put to the board at an October 24 meeting, a TNK-BP spokesman said yesterday. TNK-BP
Holding’s board consists of four representatives each from BP and AAR, plus one independent director, David Lasfargue. Sources said
the AAR nominees would probably back the motion, but the position of Lasfargue, who declined to comment, was unclear. It was also
not clear whether BP’s nominees would attend the board meeting at all, potentially depriving it of a quorum. AAR is meanwhile seeking
a ruling by a UK-based arbitration tribunal that blocked the BP-Rosneft deal over whether BP is liable for damages to TNK-BP. Sources
say a ruling may take a further six to nine months.
In Prokhorov’s lawsuit, filed in the West Siberian town of Tyumen, TNK-BP’s base, Prokhorov claims TNK-BP suffered damages
because BP decided not to act via its existing Russian joint venture in the Rosneft deal, in violation of an exclusivity clause in the TNKBP shareholder agreement. There is another potential snag facing the Prokhorov case, which is due to be heard on November 10-11.
Konstantin Lukoyanov, a lawyer for BP, said a Russian judge had refused Prokhorov more time to attract other investors to his case. He
holds less than 1 percent and needs to get over the 1 per cent threshold in order to legally file a lawsuit in such cases.
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Russia Raids BP's Moscow Office
By GREGORY L. WHITE And GUY CHAZAN

MOSCOW—Russian court officers raided BP PLC's Moscow office on Wednesday seeking documents in a court
case related to the British giant's failed arctic deal with OAO Rosneft, raising the pressure on BP just a day after
Rosneft said it would work on the project with Exxon Mobil Corp.
The raid suggests that BP's difficulties in Russia are likely to
continue despite its efforts to put the fiasco of the Rosneft deal
behind it. BP disclosed the landmark alliance with Rosneft in
January but found it blocked by opposition from BP's partners in
its existing Russian venture, TNK-BP Ltd. Those partners—a
group of Soviet-born billionaires whose holding company is
called AAR—are now seeking potentially billions of dollars in
damages from BP for what they claim is the missed opportunity
in the arctic.
Reuters

The latest problems with Russian authorities are reminiscent of
similar troubles BP had in 2008 during its last big blow-up with
its Russian partners in TNK-BP, an episode that came to
epitomize for many in the West the difficulties of doing business
in Russia. Facing steadily rising legal and administrative pressure, Bob Dudley, the BP-backed CEO of the venture
ultimately fled Russia and BP gave up significant control of the 50-50 operation. Mr. Dudley became CEO of BP
last year.
BP Russia chief Jeremy Huck, right, leaves the firm's
Moscow office following a court raid on Wednesday.

BP's Missteps in Russia
Exxon Mobil and Rosneft's joint-exploration
deal delivers a blow to BP. See a timeline of
BP's hits and misses in Russia with its TNKBP venture.

BP officials denounced Wednesday's raid as legally groundless
and a pressure tactic, allegations that Russian authorities
dismissed. About two dozen court officers, armed policemen and
representatives of the plaintiffs in the lawsuit arrived at BP's
downtown-Moscow offices early Wednesday to seek company
documents and emails in the court case. BP sent most of the staff
home and said work was paralyzed, though they cooperated with
the searches, which lasted well into the evening.
The officials were seeking documents related to the failed
Rosneft deal and TNK-BP for a lawsuit brought in Siberia's
Tyumen Region Arbitration Court. The plaintiffs in that case are
a small group of minority shareholders in the locally listed unit of
TNK-BP. They have filed suits against BP and two of its
executives inside TNK-BP, claiming at least $3 billion in lost
opportunities as a result of the failed arctic deal with Rosneft.
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That argument mirrors the one made by AAR, the influential
Russian billionaire shareholders in TNK-BP. Both AAR and the
plaintiffs in the Tyumen cases deny any connection between
them.

More
Heard on the Street: BP Counts Cost Of
Russian Missteps

BP says the cases are without merit because TNK-BP didn't suffer any damage from the failed arctic deal. But a
person close to the British company admitted that such suits often proceed in Russian courts, particularly if they
have powerful local sponsors. The Tyumen court judge who issued the search order also ruled against BP in cases
in the 2008 conflict. He couldn't be reached for comment.
"It doesn't have legs but it could run for a while," the person
close to BP said of the current case. A large damage award in
Russia might allow the court to freeze major BP assets there at
least temporarily, for example. "That becomes a tremendous
lever," he said.

Reuters

A Federal Bailiff Service car is parked in front of the
office building housing a trading unit of BP in Moscow.

AAR, meanwhile, has asked a Stockholm arbitration panel to
rule on whether BP violated its shareholders agreement at TNKBP with its handling of the Rosneft deal. A win there for AAR
could open the way to major damage suits against BP in western
courts, as well.

"What we saw today is that the BP-AAR relationship is
continuing to deteriorate," said Peter Hutton, an analyst at RBC
Capital Markets. "This shows that BP's plan B after the collapse of the Rosneft deal—to go back to business as
usual at TNK-BP—is going to be extremely challenged."
number of top executives at TNK-BP have left or disclosed plans to leave in recent months amid the
shareholder turmoil and people close to the company say there are some signs regulatory pressure also is
increasing.
In May, BP and Rosneft were close to salvaging the arctic deal after they offered to buy AAR out of TNK-BP for
more than $32 billion in cash and stock. But that deal fell apart at the last moment and now both BP and AAR say
they don't want to sell their TNK-BP stakes.
Rosneft, meanwhile, took the Arctic fields it had offered BP to rivals and struck a major deal to develop them with
Exxon, dashing whatever remaining hopes BP might have had.
William Mauldin and Alexander Kolyandr contributed to this article.
rite to Gregory L. White at greg.white@wsj.com and Guy Chazan at guy.chazan@wsj.com
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www.djreprints.com
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Armed forces raid BP’s Moscow offices
By Charles Clover in Moscow and Sylvia Pfeifer in London

A Federal Bailiff Service car is parked in front of the office building housing a trading unit of British oil company BP
in Moscow

BP defended itself against a raid by bailiffs and armed special forces troopers on its
Moscow office on Wednesday, describing it as “part of a pressure campaign against
BP’s business in Russia”.
Speaking in Moscow, Jeremy Huck, President of BP Russia, added that the company
believed the actions were “without merit”. The raid, ordered Tuesday by a court in west
Siberia, compounded the UK oil major’s woes in Russia a day after ExxonMobil stole
a march on it by signing a historic Arctic exploration deal with Russian oil major
Rosneft.
BP faces a lawsuit by minority shareholders in TNK-BP, its existing Russian joint
venture, who are suing for Rs87bn ($3bn) over the collapse of a similar proposed tieup between BP and Rosneft which fell apart this year.
Andrei Prokhorov, a Russian businessman who filed the suit in July, alleged that two
BP executives who sit on the board of TNK-BP must have known about the UK group’s

http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/201918ee-d3af-11e0-bc6b-00144feab49a.html
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negotiations with Rosneft, and their failure to inform TNK-BP caused damage to the
company. The lawsuit was upheld by a court in Siberia’s Tyumen region in July.
Vladimir Buyanov, BP’s first secretary in Russia, said the court’s decision “had no legal
basis” and that BP would vigorously contest.
On Wednesday morning, at least 15 men appeared at the offices of BP Exploration
Operating Company. They were bailiffs accompanied, according to Mr Buyanov, by
special forces soldiers with machine guns, police, and representatives of Mr Prokhorov.
BP EOC is a subsidiary which “has no connection with the process in Tyumen and is
not engaged in any shareholder dispute” according to BP.
Guzel Galieva of law firm Liniya Prava, which represents five minority shareholders in
the lawsuit against BP, said that the search order was issued after BP ignored an earlier
order by the same court to turn over documents relating to the BP-Rosneft
negotiations in July. Ms Galieva insisted the timing of the court order, coming the
same day as the Rosneft deal was announced, was a coincidence.
Mr Prokhorov owns a tiny stake in TNK-BP and is widely believed to be representing
the interests of AAR, the Russian shareholders in TNK-BP. However, Ms Galieva said
the lawsuit was in no way related to AAR. AAR also denied any relationship with the
lawsuit. An AAR representative said: “We regret that this raid happened as it was
disruptive and unnecessary for a company of BP’s stature.”
For many experts the raid was a reminder of the perils of doing business in Russia,
even in the afterglow of the ExxonMobil deal, which was praised as a vote of
confidence in Russia’s shaky business environment.
“The ExxonMobil deal was a big step forward” said Cliff Kupchan, a Russia specialist at
Eurasian Group consultancy in Washington. But the BP raid, he said “reminds us of
the continuing, often capricious, non rule of law based business environment that
frequently impairs business in Russia.”
News of the raid had little impact on BP’s shares which closed up 0.2 per cent to
398.39p in London.
The Russian stock market on Wednesday also largely shrugged off the news and rose,
with the Micex index closing up 2.4 per cent.
“It's a sign that people are getting used to these sorts of events and take the view that
its an isolated instance, and is not supported from a higher political level, that were not
going back to the events of 2008,” said Chris Weafer, chief strategist at Troika Dialog,
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the Russian investment bank. He was referring to the protracted struggle between BP
and the Russian shareholders in TNK-BP which ultimately saw Bob Dudley, TNK BPs
chairman who now heads BP, flee the country citing official harassment.
Separately, BP said it had another incident at its Valhall platform in the Norwegian
part of the North Sea on August 19 following a mid-July fire that prompted the site to
be shut down.

Printed from: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/201918ee-d3af-11e0-bc6b-00144feab49a.html
Print a single copy of this article for personal use. Contact us if you wish to print more to distribute to others.
© THE FINANCIAL TIMES LTD 2011 FT and ‘Financial Times’ are trademarks of The Financial Times Ltd.
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Russian courts step into TNK-BP, BP row
Published: Sept. 14, 2011 at 6:40 AM
MOSCOW, Sept. 14 (UPI) -- Following a visit to Moscow by British officials, a Russian court said it banned raids
on the offices of BP and all evidence must remain sealed.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said during meetings with British Prime Minister David Cameron that neither
government was interested in wading into disputes between BP and its Russian joint venture, TNK-BP.
BP last week filed a complaint in Russia asking a court to cancel a ruling that gave TNK-BP rights to access its
corporate documents. The move came after a minority shareholder at TNK-BP sparked a raid on BP's offices in
Moscow when he claimed a failed deal between BP and Russian oil company Rosneft resulted in economic
losses of $2.7 billion.
A Russian court said following Cameron's visit that additional raids on BP's offices in Moscow were forbidden,
British newspaper The Daily Telegraph reports. The newspaper adds that the judgment notes that evidence
obtained from the recent raid must remain sealed until the next scheduled hearing in October.
The relationship between Alfa-Access-Renova, the entity representing the Russian interests in the joint venture,
and BP is historically acrimonious. Bob Dudley, now chief executive officer at BP, left his offices in Moscow in
2008 while serving as the head of TNK-BP because he said he was harassed by the Russians.
© 2011 United Press International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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David Cameron: 'UK companies put off Russia because
of corruption'
David Cameron has warned Russia that corruption, bureaucracy and an inconsistent
approach to the rule of law was holding back trade relations with Britain.

In meetings with Dmirty Medevdev, David Cameron reportedly tackled the Russian president over a recent raid on BP's
Moscow office Photo: Reuters

By Louise Armitstead (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/journalists/louise-armitstead/)
7:07PM BST 12 Sep 2011
1,569 followers

After delivering the first speech by a British prime minister in Russia since 2006, Mr Cameron said that
British businesses wanted to work in Russia but had "real" concerns that held them back. He said they
needed to "have faith that the state, the judiciary and the police will protect their hard work and not put the
obstacles of bureaucracy, regulation and corruption in their way".

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/globalbusiness/8758532/David-Cameron-UK-compani... 9/15/2011
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Mr Cameron was on the first day of a trip to Moscow along with a delegation of 24 business leaders,
including Sir Martin Broughton, chairman of BA; Bob Dudley, chief executive of BP; and Peter Voser, chief
executive of Royal Dutch Shell.
In meetings with Dmirty Medevdev, which were at times fraught because of the row over the killing of
Alexander Litvinenko, Mr Cameron reportedly tackled the Russian president over a recent raid on BP's
Moscow office.
Sources said Mr Cameron had "raised concerns" about the search of the office last month by Russian
bailiffs, who were apparently searching for documents relating to a court case.
Mr Cameron said: "We need to build a relationship in our mutual interest. Both of us want to see progress."

B&Q owner Kingfisher to expand in Russia
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/8756050/BandQ-owner-Kingfisherto-expand-in-Russia.html)

Switzerland most competitive country
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/8747936/Switzerland-named-most-competitive-country-in
-the-world.html)

The world's most economically prosperous countries
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/globalbusiness/8746553/The-worlds-most-economically-prosperouscountries-in-pictures.html)

Cable welcomes overseas firms that boost UK manufacturing
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/industry/engineering/8727474/Vince-Cable-welcomesoverseas-firms-that-boost-UK-manufacturing.html)

US companies 'bought 26pc of UK firms sold in past
year' (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/globalbusiness/8673659/US-companies-bought-26pc-of-UKfirms-sold-in-past-year.html)

Global trade buckles in second quarter
(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/globalbusiness/8733913/Global-trade-buckles-in-secondquarter.html)
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Deals worth £215m were signed between the two countries - far less than other recent trade delegations. An
accord for Rolls-Royce to help develop Russia's civil nuclear power network was also announced. In a
statement, UK Trade & Investment, said the deals would create "almost" 500 British jobs.

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2011
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INFORMATION FROM RUSSIAN STATE AUTHORITIES \
PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN'S ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE FEDERAL
ASSEMBLY OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, MOSCOW, KREMLIN, APRIL 3, 2001
Esteemed deputies 01 the State Duma,
Esteemed members of the Federation Council.
Esteemed citizens 01 Russia.
As I present the Address for the year 2001 I would like first to say a few words about the past year.
The strategic task of the previous year was to strengthen the state.
The state In the person 01 all institules and all levels of government. II was obvious thai without the solutioo of
this key task we could not achieve successes either in the economy or In the SOCial sphere. We set ourselves the
aim to put in place a precisely functiooing vertical of government. to achieve juridical discipline and an effective
judiciary.
And we Should not retreat from this aim. It is precisely here that the mechanism of implementing state
decisions is located. 01 effectively protecting the rights 01 our Citizens.
A really strang state also means a strong federation. Today it can already be said that the period of the
disintegration of statehood is already behind us. The disintegration of the state. that was mentioned in the
previous Address. has been stopped.
We have done much last year to accomplish this, all of us. We drafted and adopted the lederal package. the
package 01 federal laws, reformed the Federation Councit. The war!< of the plenipotentiary representatives in the
federal districts has already produced the first results. The State Council has been formed and is actively
working.
Russia, at long last. has state symbols that are approved by law.
All this was achieved against the background of a favorable economic srtuation. In 2000 the Russian
economy demonstrated growth rales that it had not known lor almost 30 years. Growth remains in some sectors
of Industry. Investment activity has intensified. Tax payments have grown. People at long last are being paid their
wages and pensions on time. For the first time after many years.
But these successes definitely cannot be qualified as SUffiCient.
They can hardly satisfy us because the living standardS of dtizens remain extremely low. Russian
entrepreneurs are still cautiously investing money in the economy of their own country, while officials,
unfortunately, are continuing to smle business. to restrain business initiative and actiVity.
We still have serious risks. both economic and social ones_ This is evidenced by the RUSSian cities which
found themselves without heat and electricity thls winter, by numerous breakdowns in the worn-down utility
services_ This IS evidenced by the big technical catastrophes that continued to hound us throughout Ihe past
year. In recent months we are worried by the worsening of a number 01 key economic indices.
Especially against the background of the unstable development of the world economy.
So far we are only in a period of a relative economic stability. And it depends only on us il we are going to
sustam the situalion and ensure favorable conditions for our own development, for the growth of our people's
prosperity. or if we are going to miss this unique chance. And this means that the necessary decisions will have
to be taken after all, but already in different conditions, in conditions that will not be favorable ones for the
country.
The Situation compels us to return again to an analySiS 01 the situation in the country and the tasks
confronting us, including those that I spoke about in this very hall last summer.
••• It was clear already a year ago Ihat the introduction of order in relations between the lederal and regional
levels of government is a mandatory condition 01 success in our strategiC transformations, that the absence of a
clear separation of powers and also 01 an effective mechanism of interaction between levels of government
brings us to big economic and social losses.
A consolidated and effective state power is needed by us also for the solution of pressing socio-economic
problems. for the attainment 01 our tasks in the sphere 01 state security. I will lis! now only some of the priorities.
The first task is to Idenlify concrele and clear-cut powers 01 the Center and the subjects 01 the Federation
within the framework of their jOint competence, to separate them by means of federal laws. and I want 10 stress
this particularly -- precisely by federal laws and first of all by federal laws, to separate the oompetence and
powers 01 the federal Center and the regional level of government. Today we should minimize this field that is
potentially fraught with conllict. We must precisely determine where the powers 01 the federal bodies should be
and where the powers of the subjects 01 the Federatioo. Otherwise this Situation will only generate new disputes,
will be utilized by the opponents 01 the policy 01 strengthening the Federation.
The second task. Order in the system 01 the territorial structures 01 the ledera! bodies of the executive branch
of government. At present they are financially and organ1zstiooally weak, they duplicate the activities of regional
boclies and are often not capable 01 carrying out even control functions. In the coming months government will
have to determine the updated order 01 the establishment and the activity of the territorial bodies of lederal
ministries and agendes.
Finally, the third task. And it is also of a polilical nature. I mean the introduction of order in interbudgetary
relations. The clear-cui distribution of resources and tax payments is a matter of the resPQnsibility and effective
implementation of mutual obligations by various levels 01 govemment.
last year we redistributed tax revenues between the Center and regions. This stirred a lot of disputes. A lot 01
disputes. However thiS, and it's also a lact of life, reduced the gap between regions in terms of starting base and
gave them additional opportunities for economic development.
In addition, a new mechanism for issuing translers has been put in place.
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However, It needs to be formalized legislatively, and therefore it will be necessary to review the activity of
existing regional support funds. We need badly a transparentmechanism for the provision of subsidies and
regional transfers from the budge\.
One of the most important parts of the country's budgetary system is municipal budgets. It is in mUnicipal
entities. primarily at the level of administrative entities, local government bodies often perform the functions of
bodies of state power. they really do. This IS where the fight between regional administrations and local
government bodies, between mayors and regional leaders takes place. Mostly these are conflicts between
budgets. As a result, budget funds are not always used effectively at all levels. This creates problems of
economic and polrtlcal instability in some regions of Russia.
vFinally, special attention should be paid to the heavily subsidized subjects of the Russian Federation. The
government should finish the preparation of appropriate documents and provide documents of regulatory and
legal acts regarding the procedure for introducmg, ~ need be, special financial management procedures in such
territories .
..* I will speak separately about the situation in the Chechen Republic.
Today I call on representatives of all political forces. they are here In this room, all political forces in the
country to show responsibility in settling the situation in the republic. We have been able to do rt so far. We have
been able not to speculate OIl blood and tragedy. not to gain political mileage and scores on this.
Only recently we heard that the .army was falling into decay and that we should not expect any noticeable
results in the military field. and that we allegedly could not expect anything positive in the political field because
we would not be able to find even one Chechen who would support the federal center's efforts to fight terrorists
and restore constitutional order.
But life itself has shown that both of these statements are wrong.
Having fulfilled their main tasks, the army is leaving the rep-lblic.
This is a serious result. However, we paid a high price to achieve it. This is why I think we can break the
tradition of annual messages today and remember. which will be quite appropriate, our servicemen, Dagestanl
militiamen, .Chechen policemen. alilhose who have given their lives to stop the disintegrallon of the state.
The national television channels are broadcasting this meeting live to the entire country, and I am asking not
only the people in this room but all those who are seeing and hearing us now to rise and observe a minute of
silence in memory of our heroes.
(A minute of silence.) Thank you.
I also want to point out that we have no right to speak of either marking time in Chechnya or feeling euphoric
from success. We cannot generate unjustified opllmism and give promises that cannot be kept or encourage
expectations that we will not be able to live up to.
Yes. our tasks in the North Caucasus are changing now. In addition to the need to finish the destruction of
sources of terrorism, the emphasis should be sh~ted toward the creation and strengthening of government
bodies in the repubtic.
We must start ensuring citizens' rights, the social rehabilitation of the population and solving economic
problems in Chechnya in a serious and responsible manner.
This Will require professionalism and courage from all of us in order to both prevent acts of terrorism and to
overcome the consequences of the crimes we failed to prevent. The threat of new crimes is stili tremendous. I
must say this today.
But we will need as much persistence. patience and courage in the sOCial and economic sphere. We will also
need time. at least no less than the time during which the republic was brought to its current extreme condition.
We must understand this clearly .
••• Dear colleagues, Oone of the most important decisions adopted last year was the creation of federal
districts. The activity of plenipotentiary representatives has brought federal power closer to regions noticeably.
The plenipotentiary representatives have contributed actively to bringing regional legislation in line with
federal laws. They playa key role in this. as do the Prosecutor General's Office and its regional structures. More
than 3,500 regulatory acts adopted by subjects of the federation did not conform to the Constitution of RUSSia
and federal laws. Four-fifths of them have been brought in compliance with rt.
However. we must remember that all-hands-on-deck work, no matter what the motives are, cannot be
considered normal. This is why control over compliance with federal laws should be put on a regular basis by
working closely with justice bodies, prosecutors and courts.
I want once again to remind those who adopt laws and those who oversee compliance with them that we
must not only stop interfering. in federal jurisdicHon. but also put an end to unjustified attempts by federal
structures to interfere in the exclUSive jurisdiction of regions. This is a very important thesis, and I fully agree with
regional leaders on this .
••• A key question of any government is people's confidence in the state. The degree 01 this confidence is
directly determined by how the state protects its citizens from the lawlessness of racketeers, bandits and bribetakers. Legislative and executive bodies, courts and law enforcement agencies have not done enough in this
field. As a result. the rights and interests of crtizens are violated, the authority of government as a whole is
undermined. This is why this is a political problem.
We need judicial reform badly now. The Russian judicial system lags behind lile and helps little in carrying out
economic reforms. Neither for businessmen nor for many people who are trying to restore their rights in a lawful
way. our judiciary has become prompt. just and fair. Not always. but unfortunately sometimes il Is true. Our
arbitration practice also has a controverSial and unclear legislative basis. Departmental norm- setting is one of
the main brakes in the development of entrepreneurship.
Government officials are used to acllng according to instructions that often clash with laws that follow them.
And yet. they are not canceled for years. This has been noted already hundreds of times but in practice there IS
no progress at all.
The government, the ministries and agencies should at long last take radical measures in respect of
departmental law-making, up to and including the total abolition of the corps of departmental acts in those cases
when direct action federal laws have already been adopted.
Today our legal framework, and 1 will retum to this a bit later, and I will say more precisely what is the cause
of this. I mean as regards officialdom, today our legal framework. on the one hand, is excessive. on the other
hand, is incomplete. Too many laws, in fact, have been adopted.
Many of them duplicate one another. But in a whole number of instances they do not fulfill the set task
because they were adopted under the pressure of narrow group or departmental Interests.
In addition to this, it has been noted many times that any law must be backed organlzatronally and materially.
But in practice we have a totally different picture. The Federal Assembly, unfortunately. continues to adopt laws
the fulfillmen! of which requires a revision of the federal budget and the Pension Fund budget that were approved
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by the Federal Assembly itse~. I regard such decisions, even if motivated by the best of intentions, as politically
irresponsible ones. We ought to have systematized our legislation a long time ago. This will aHem us not only to
take into consideration new economic realities but also to preserve our traditional sectors that have been
dangerously eroded in recent years.
We have a maze of already adopted norms of a declaratory nature.
Because they ara 01 a contradictory r;ature this creates possibilities for arb~rariness and arbitrary choice,
something that is not acceptable in such a sphere as legislation. We are actually standing at the dangerous line
when a judge or some other implementor of the law may on his own volition select a norm that seems to him 10
be the most acceptable one.
As a result along with a shadow economy we are observing the creation of a sort 01 shadOW judiciary. And as
practice shows, on losing hope of finding justice in court citizens are looking for other far from legal moves and
solutions. And qUite often they see for themselves that by resorting to unlawful means they often manage to get
a just solution.
ThiS undermines trust in the state.
The situation is no better with procedural legislation. both civil and criminal law procedure. A lot of complaints
are coming in over unjustified coercion and arbitrary acts in launching criminal cases, in the oourse of
investigation and litigation. Preliminary investigation drags on for years. More than a million people are kept in
places of deprivalion of freedom and pretrial detention centers. Ponder this figure. And a substantial part of these
people are isolated from society under articles of the Criminal Gode which envisage other forms of punishment
than custodial punishment. And moreover. the state is unable to provide these people with normal conditions and
subsequent sooal mhabimation.
The result IS the breakup 01 families, deteriorating health of the population and the moral Climate in society.
The problem has ceased to be a legal one and has emerged as a civil problem. Obviously. such application of
law provides a lot of room for abuses in the sphere of ensuring the rights and lreedoms 01 dtlzens. It creates a
spawning ground for corrupUon among civil servants. And the roots of these problems lie both in ineffective law
enforcement instruments and in the structure of our legislation.
Therefore, several tasks have to be addressed within a short period of time_ They include issues connected
with the status of judges and the procedure 01 their appointment. I think that the qualification colleges should
include not only judges but also other authoritative members of the legal community.
Besides, the legal and civil processes should consistently implement the constitutional principles of
adversarial and equal contest of the sides.
Much Improvement is needed in the legislation that regulates the fulfillment at court rulings. At present by no
means all the court rulings are fulfilled in practice.
I! IS high time we should put munlcipallegis[ation in order. I! comes closest to the daily life of citizens and it is
very inferior in quality. overloaded and oIten illogical. I think practiclans and experts of local sell-government the
public councils of cities and municipal entilles should be brought into this because they have extenSive
theoretical and practical experience. We have enough such people.
And finally, I cons'lder it to be an important task of the state to improve the work of the law-enforcement
bodies. including the Prosecutor's Office.
••• Esteemed members of the State Duma and the Federation Council, The previous Address pointed to the
danger of increasing economic lag. That danger persists and lies in wait lor us today.
Yes. from the results of the year 2000 we have impressive economic growth as I indicated in the beginning.
Some increase 01 labor productivity, lower production costs. But a high rate of growth only over a period of one
year IS not enough. Indeed. at the end of last year growth slowed down. The conditions that ensure sustained
growth, unfortunately, have not been created.
The country still has an unfavorable business climate. The flight 01 capital exceeds 20 billion dollars a year.
The total capitalizalfon of the Russian stock market is about 50 billion dollars. Whereas the value of the major
companies in Finland. our closest neighbor, is five times greater.
Just compare the size of the two countries. Major Russian companies, the so-called blue chips cost many
times less than similar foreign companies.
Obviously unless we start acting today. including on the issue 01 structural reform, tomorrow we may enter a
prolonged penod of economic stagnation.
We still I'Ive in an economy that depends on rent and not production. Our economic system has changed but
little in essence. Most of the money is made by oil, gas and metals and other raw materials. The additional export
revenue is either spent on current tasks or flow out of the country or at best is invested in the same extractive
industries. last year more than 60 percent of the total investments in industry went into the fuel and energy
sector.
It happened. among other things, because export revenues could not be effectively used in other Russian
industries. The transfer of capital is deterred by high risKs of breach 01 contract, the underdeveloped financial
market infrastructure, limited incentives and lack of confidence.
As a result. the structure of EICQ(lomy is not being modernized and the tilt of our economy towards the
extraction of raw materials is even increaSing. This means our growing dependence on the market factors in the
short term.
Another well-tried method of making money that still remains popular has been popular in RUSSia for ages. 1\
is the assets of the state be it state property or the state budget. In other words, profits derived Irom distribution
and in the process of distribution and redistributioo of wealth are greater than the profits generated by the
creation of wealth.
This explains the long-running battle over the relorm 01 monopolies. It is not accidentaf that the government
and the Federal Assembly only manilest enthUSiasm when budgetary revenue is divided up and enthusiasm
wanes when it comes to making decisions that contribute to the generation of revenue.
A kind of consensus has emerged. Many people are comfortable w~h the present point 01 equilibrium. or
rather Inaction, when some have got used to deriving financial incomes and others get political diVidends out of
this situation. That consensus is confused by many with stability.
But nobody needs such stability. This is a way 01 perpetuating the lIawed tradition based on waste of national
resources. It is a way to economic and social stagnation.
It can be avoided if one does not end attempts at structural translormations with the writing of concepts and
programs. And the government should at long last demonstrate that this will no longer be current practice.
I am convinced that the current state of affairs has arisen not only because of resistance to reform on the part
of the bureaucratic apparatus although examples of this are many. But ~ has to do wrth the system of the work of
the legislative and executive bodies. At present it is so organized as to impede and in many cases stop all
transformations. The system is defending its rights to the so-called status rent. To put it in a more direct way, the
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right to bribes and kickbacks. This mode of existence of power poses a threat to society and the state.
We should start preparation for the administrative reform, in the first place reform of the government,
ministries and agencies and their territorial bodies and we should revise not only or largely their structure and
staff charts but mainly the functions of government bodies.
Repeated attempts to reduce the administrative apparatus through merger and separation of ager1cies have
not made the government and its bodies any more compact or efficient. Suffice It to say that the number of
workers in the government power and administration bodies has grown from 882,000 in t993 to more than a
million at present.
This year the government has prepared a package of laws on de- bureaucratization and minimization of the
state's administrative interference in the affairs of enterprises. We should work to further reduce the list of the
types of activities subject to licensing. Even in its reduced form that list is still far too long.
We must vigorously introduce order in other spheres as well where there is excessive government
intervention. I want to emphasize the word excessive. I am referring to this alone. I am speaking about the
presently excessive mandatory certification of output about all sorts of permits, registrations, accreditations and
other norms and rules that are not provided for by our legislation but are persistently introduced by all sorts 01
instructions.
We must have no illusions. Only transparent relations between the slate arn:! entrepreneurs stipulated in a law
on direct action can give a new impulse to the development of the Russian economy.
••• Esteemed colleagues, Last year we started transformations in the budget sphere. We managed to adopt a
non-deficit budget. But the very procedure 01 the passage, to be more correct, of pushing through the budget in
the State Duma reminds us, and we all know this. of a bargaining. A bargaining. alas. in which both the
government and the deputies take part. This bargaining is inevitable in the present procedure of adopting the
budget.
We must think about how to depart from this practice that has become customary.
I believe that we could think about. and I call on you to think together with us about this, a transition to the
forming of a budget conSisting of two parts.
The first should ensure the fulfillment of existing state obligations.
Here parliament should have the right of either accepting or rejecting the government's proposal. But not to
change parameters.
The ofher part of the budget should be based on sources of revenue coonected with favorable external
economic conditions, the recent past being an example. This part can form a reserve to ensure a stable
development of our economy in less favorable years and also to fulfill large-scale strategic tasks. Here there
must be a discussion, there can be amendments and remarks.
I believe that such a separallon of the budget will make it possible to aVOid an irrational use of additional
budget revenue.
Furthermore. A cardinal tax reform was one of the items of my election program. The first steps have been
taken and we must move on.
I will permit myself to move to another subject and I would like to remind you 01 my sland on the results of
privatization. I am against a re- division of property. At the same time I do not put In doubt the alms and tasks
that were set in the course 01 these transformations in the 1990s. At the same time I believe it necessary to listen
to the questions that are ~ng asked about how this was done. And these questions are being asked not only by
the supporters of a plan economy, they are being asked by liberals as well. But a re-division of property may tum
out to be even more harmful and dangerous for the economy and the SOCial sphere of the country. Proceeding
from our present realities it is necessary for this reason to ensure an effective utilization of these resources and a
pmper payment of money into the state treasury. This can be done only by using tax instruments.
Our strategic priority today is a rational and fair taxing of natural resources, that is of Russia's main wealth, of
real estate. We must have a steady reduction of the taxing of non-rent incomes, a final liquidation of turnover
taxes.
In the very near future the government will continue its discussion of these problems and es the Chairman of
the Government has just reported to me in the course of three, at the most four weeks will submit the appropriate
draft taws to parliament.
We must also continue the customs reform. Measures have already been taken to simplify and reduce import
tariffs. But this is not enough.
We need a cardinal change of the system of customs administration. The main task of the year in this sphere
is to adopt a new edition of the Customs Code. Moreover, as a law of direct action. Of course, the Code must
also accord with the norms of the World Trade Organization, membership in which remains our priority. We must
reach basic agreements with WTO member countries already by the end of this year.
It IS the task of parliament to bring Russian legislation in line with the' norms and provisions of the World Trade
Organization.
Russia's integration in the world economy requires of us a civilized approach to the solution of the debt
problem. We should draw lessons for the future from the present situation, we should borrow only then when we
know exactly how to spend this money effectively and how to return it. We should not pass on the debt burden to
our children and grandchildren. That is why the government should be very careful when taking decisions on new
borrowing.
In this connec~on I would like to say a few words about the deciSion of the govemment not to sign an
agreement with the International Monetary Fund. On clearing on the whole the program of budgetary, monetary,
credit and structural policy the government undertook to fulfill it without concluding a formal agreement with the
IMF. I thmk the government is c:apable of cootrotIing what it is doing, however it will have to prove it. Without any
control by international finanCial organizations but within the framework of the program thai has been prepared.
Now about the business climate in the country. Unfortunately, ownership rights are still not protected properly.
The quality of corporate management remains low. The property war continues even after court rulings. And
these rulings are often based not on laws but on the pressure exerted by interested sides.
We must protect the rights of scrupulous buyers of both immovable property and securities, any properly. We
are talking, of course, not only and not so much of the property of major corporations. We must guarantee the
fights of all people, including small-scale owners, major ownets, domestic investors and foreign investors. I thmk
the government and the Federal Assembly should draw up appropriate legislative acts already Ihis year.
In addition il is necessary to step up the adoption of a new law on privatization, a law that will create clear and
transparent rules for selling and buying state property and will allow us to stop poiitical speculations about selling
out Russia.
Unfortunately. these speculations continue. From time to time, we hear demands that property should be
taken away. confiscated, etc., etc.
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We have already gone through a period when the slale owned everything, absolutely everything. We all know
the result.
I am convinced that the efficiency of the state is determined not so much by the amount of property it controls
as by the effectiveness 01 political. legal and administrative mechanisms designed to ensure public interests in
the country. I talked about this in the Tax Reform section.
This also applies to such an important field as the defense and industrial complex. Already now private
businesses meet almost hall of its needs, including joint-stock companies in which the state has a share. I think
the participation 01 non-state enterprises in defense research and production must be enhanCed. Of course, this
must be done in strict compliance with all existing requirem6llts, through t6llders for purchases for state needs.
A few words about the land issue. Its resolution has been delayed.
A rejection of attempts to lit all aspects of state regulation of land relations into the Land Code may offer a
way oul of this deadlock. The most important thing now is not to impede the development of the land market
where it already exists, to make sure thai the Code formalizes the most modern forms and methods of regulation
of land relations and to recognize that there are already no restrictions on the civil turnover of non·agricu~uml
land.
The regulation of agMcultural land turnover will require Ihe adoption of a special federal law. Perhaps. we
shOuld give subjects of the federation the right to decide for themselves when they can start selling and buying
agricultural land.
The accessibility and the development of the transport and energy infrastructure and the transparency 01 their
operation are extremely important for the country. We are about to reform our power industry, the gas supply
system, railways and communications. It is obvious 10 everybody that we can no longer tolerate their financial
non·transparency. growing costs and inetiective management. It is impossible to preserve large-scale cross
subsidies. However, as we start transforming Infrastructure monopolies, it is extremely important to assess
economic and social consequences of this and to ensure the rights of owners and investors. It is very important.
They constitute the basis of our economy.
Another important question is cap~al e~port. I am sure if we create an acceptable bUSiness climate in the
country. capitaillight will stop. You can't keep capital under guard. It has to have a legal freedom of movement 10
go where it is more advantageous and effective.
Strategically we can hold it only by creating favorable conditions and guaranteeing the freedom of
entrepreneurship, within the framework of the law, of course. And this is why I think there is no need to hold on to
Ineffective restrictions In the currency sphere. It's pointless because they don't work anyway. I have already
given you statistiCS. Irs high time we reviewed the very principles of currency regulation to bring them closer to
world standards.
I think that existing restrictions on operatiOns with capital and immovable property discriminate against the
citizens of Russia compared to the citizens of other countries, restrict their freedom and undermine the
competitiveness of Russian businesses.
In all our actiVities we must pursue the principle of crealing the most favorable climate for our own citizens.
What is allowed to citizens of other countries in their own countries should not be prohibited to Russian citizens.
Esteemed Assembly. The development of the country is determined not only by economic successes, but to a
large extent by the splntual and physical health of the nation, although, of course, all this is interconnected. The
health of the people is directly connected not only with the condition of public health care, but also with the life
people lead. with the ecology and the development of medical science. Health protection is a national problem in
the modem world.
Every year the government approves programs of state guarantees for free medical assistance. However,
these programs are not properly financed in mosl regions. The shorlage of funds is 30-40 percent of what is
needed for these programs. And this gap IS covered, let's face it, by patients who pay lor medicines and medical
services.
The reorganization of the system of medical assistance has been very slow. The growing number of paid
services leads to hidden commercialization of state and municipal hospitals and hea~h·building institutions. The
system of medical insurance that is supposed to compensate sick people for their expenses incurred by
treatment IS not etiective. In fact. a hidden but almost legalized system of paid medical services was created
within the network of medical Institutions financed from the budget. This system is often characterized by
lawlessness and total lad; of social justice.
The task we are facing this year IS to create a legislative basis for finishing the transition to medical Insurance.
This must be done within the framewOli of a single system of medical and social insurance that gets sutiicient
funding. This should allow us to solve the problem ot chronic shorlages of funds, to provide state guarantees for
the provision of basic medical serviCes to the popuiatioo in full, make free medical services more accessible to
broad secttons of the population and improve their quality, and to create a clear·cut legal and economic basiS for
paid medical services.
Another imporlant state priority is guaranteeing people a decent me in old age. The country's population is
shrinking. The share of old people will over time increase further. The load on the able·bodied population will
grow. We know all the forecasl:s in this sphere. However. the state is not able to do much to ensure a dignified
living standard for pensioners today and in the future. Its resources today are barely enough to pay minimum
pensions. Yes, we managed to improve the life of elderly people a little last year. A lillie. Pensions have been
paid regularly, they have grown in real terms by about 28 percent. And it was the most significanl growth in the
last several years. This year we Should make another step forward. We should make sure that the average
pension exceeds the living minimum.
But look at the modest tasks that we set ourselves.
However if the current system is preserved, we won~ be able to ensure a decent living standard for
pensioners. So, we should immediately address the task of finalizing the mechanism of a transition to pension
systems that are truly effective. People are ready for thaI.
Opinion polls show that more than 60 percent of RUSSian cl~zens consider thaI the underlying principles of the
pension system should be changed.
To discuss the basic parameters of the transition to a new system we have set up a national council lor
pension reform. It should become an effectIVe instrument in shaping policy in this key area, as well as in the
shaping of bodies that will work out the new principles of pension legislation.
Today none of those who work know exactly what pension they will be getting. This happens because the
size of a pension is determined not by a person's contribution, but by pension deductions that will be made by
future generallons of workers. And there is no way of telling now how effectively they will work.
We need to pass on to a transparent system of saving for old age.
People should be sure that every ruble they have earned makes a difference to the size of their pensions.
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This will provide an added stimulus, including a stimulus for withdrawing wages from the shadow sector.
Successful Implementation of a pension reform is directly linked with labor relations. At present many people
have limited opportunities of earning a living by legal means and therefOfe have to resort to all sorts of tricks
bypassing ineffective limitations contained in labor and administrative legislation.
To this day we have an antiquated Labor Code adopted back in t97t. The gap between present-day civil
legislation which is essentially market-oriented, and the old Labor Gode is widening. And it stimulates the
development of shadow labor relations which are not under the contr~ even of the trade unions.
The deputies. the government and the trade unions have very different viewpoints on the Labor Code. We
need a labor leglslatioo that would protect the rights and interests of workers not on paper, but in reality. ensure
the mobility of labor resources, and pave the way for structural transformations at enlerpnses. I very much hope
that parliament will speed up its work on and adoptIOn of Labor Code based on the government's draft .
••• In the sphere of social services the need for efficiency and transparency is particularly great. Every citizen
of our country should know exactly what he has the ri\tlt to get from the federal authorities free. what he can get
from Ihe regional aUlhonties and what he should purchase himself. And similarly the power bodies of all levels
should have scopes of responsibility.
In accordance with this principle we shOUld pass on from cost estimate financing 01 organizations to financing
on the basis of the state contract. And, equally important, to create conditions for competition between all. the
state and non-state organizations. for the possibility of delivering social services.
One sphere in which the operation of economic mechanisms should be expanded is education. About onefourth of the country's population is constantly involved in education. On the one hand. this is much, but on the
other hand. it is by no means enough. The rate of the development of the economy, science and information
technologies calls for life-long educat,oo.
I think the approach to education should change. In the era of globalization and new technologies this is not
just the social sphere, it is investment in the future of the country, the future involVing companies. noogovernmental organizations and all Citizens without exception.
Everybody is interested in delivering high-quality education 10 our children.
Education cannot be geared soJely to the dlstnbution of resources through the budget. Off-budget financing of
education institutions, in other words. payment for education .- let us face rt -- has in many ways become the
norm. But this market is far from being transparent. It is an illegal market. School principles use ~ at their own
penl. The professedly "free education" which is In fact education for a fee tends to corrupt the pupils and the
teachers alike.
We should clearly identify th-e area of free education by making access to such education fair and guaranteed.
and the area of paid education by providing il with a legal framework.
So, the task for this year Is to deveiop stale education standards.
They should provide the baSIS for subsequent introduction of regulatory per capita financing of the education
seJV1ces rendered. Simultaneously, to improve the quality of educa~on. it is necessary to form an independent
system of attestation and mon~O!ing the quality of education.
And of course, an equally important task is to make educatiOl1 more accessible for students from low-income
families by introducing targeted social stipends.
Esteemed colleagues, One often hears that our science is in a sorry state. lei me say a few words about it.
We hear that the main cause of this state of affairs is the meager state financing. That is true. but only partly true.
Contrary to the widespread opinion, Russian science IS not only alive but is developing. alb8it not as fast as we
would like it 10.
Much of its funding now comes from off-budget sources. Dunng the past ten years their Share in the total
financing of science has increased from 5 to 50 percent. Russian science is working with an eye to the market
and is interacting closely with domestic and foreign business.
Many works of Russian scientists are quite competitive in the world markets.
Obviously, fundamental science can and must have government support. Must have its support. But the state
should commission research and development only to the extent of its real economic potential. So today il is
necessary to clearly identify the pnonl1es of state finanCing of areas of science. At the same time we must
change the mechanism of this financing, including in the way that Russian scientWic foundations have been doing
this for a number of years now. They finance on a competitive basis precisely research and not research
institutions.
We must also overcome the Incompleteness and extremely contradictory nature of the legal framework of
science. The legal foundation of the management of sectoral science is extremely cumbersome. complicated,
and confused. The legal framework of the activities of the RUSSian Academy of Sciences is also archaiC. The
system of protecting, defending and utilizing fights of intellectual property is not adequate. All these problems are
waiting for their s~ution.
Esteemed colleagues, When fulfilling economic and social tasks we must take into consideration not only the
domestic political sijuation but also the strength of our International positions.
Foreign policy is both an indicator and a substantial factor of the state of affairs inside a country. Here we
should have no Illusions. Not only the prestige of our country in the international arena but also the political and
economic Situation inside Russ~a itself depend on the competence, skill and effectiveness with which we use our
diplomatic resource.
I have said already more than once that Russia should base its foreign policy on the basis of a precise
definition of national priorities, on the baSIS of pragmatism and economic effectiveness.
Today our country is increasingly integrating into the world economy and for this reason in the foreign pol!cy
sphere we must learn to protect the economic interests of the state as a whole, the interests of a Russian
enterprise and a Russian citizen. We must really ensure. if you want, a servicing of the interests of the Russian
economy. And this means resisting discrimination against Russian commodity producers. this means
guaranteeing a preservation and op~mum use of Russian property abroad, this means accelerating preparatory
work to joint the WTO. Of COurse, on acceptable terms. To put it concretely, we must worK for Russia's
competitiveness in all the meanings of this wOrd.
n is profitable to have a reliable reputation not only in the economy but also in politics. And that is why we
must precisely fulfill our Iong- term obligations and accords, we must uphold the principles on which we are
basing our ties w~h other countries. ThiS is a balance of interests and this means mutually advantageous
cooperation. Also respect and trust.
Such approaches are much more productive than tough ideological dogmas. Those who subscribe to such
approaches can be confident that in RUSSia lheywill always lind an interested and predictable partner.
It is fundamental for us that our foreign partners take into account and respect Russia's national interests.
All this fully applies to the discussion of the problem of preselVing strategijc stability, disarmament, the
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expansion of NATO, the forming 01 the fundamentals of world order in the 2tst century.
U Is not only historical closeness but also obvious practical considerations that dictate Itle need to step up our
efforts in the CIS.
Russia remainS the nucleus of inlegration processes in the Commonwealth. And al the time of economic
growth new possibilities open up for Russia here. We will continue our painstaking work to create the union state
with Byelorussia.
We will stimulate Ihe further developmenl of integration processes in the CIS as a whole. The signing of the
treaty on the establishment of the Eurasian Economic Community is only the first important step. We are
prepared 10 advance in that direction further.
We are duty-bound to inject new energy Into our relations with European and other International structures
while preserving and developing everything of a positive natura that has been accumulated in previous years.
Dynamic processes are now taking place In Europe. the tole of big European organizahons, of regional forums is
being transformed. In this respect the importance of further efforts to develop relations with the European Union
definitely increases. The course of integration with Europe is becoming one of the key directions of our foreign
policy.
We remain consistent also in our relatiOns with NATO. These relations are regulated by the Founding Act on
mutual relations. cooperation and security which was signed in 1997. We believe that the problem that we have
is because this organization often ignores the opinion of the international community and the provisions of
documents of international law when adopting its decisions. This is the cause 0/ the main problem.
That is why the future of our relations with the Alliance directly depends on the precision with which the
provisions of the Founding Act and international law are going to be observed. First of all in matters of the use of
force and the threat to use force. Our pOSition is clear. The only organization empowered to authorize the use of
force in international relations is the United Nations Security Council.
Another problem that I am simply obliged to menllon. I mean the protection of the rights and Interests of
RUSSian citizens. our compatriOts abroad. Hundreds of people living and working outSide 0/ the country should
be convinced that Russia will not abandon them If they find themselves In a difficult sttuation, will protect their
personal rights. will protect their families, will protect them from arbitrariness and unlawful pressure. Will help
them uphold their personal and Civil dignity. Nobody should be allowed to selectively exercise International
human rights and freedoms depending on the cover of a passport. And in such instances our diplomats should
become not only vigorous but also professionally tough and act assertively and effectively.
Something thai I want particularly to stress. Today all booies of government should treat work on the foreign
policy turf as something that IS very sensitive and important. It should be remembered that the wellbeing of the
country and Russian Citizens will depend on how intelligenHy, subtly and effectively we are going to pursue our
policy.
And the positiOll of our compatriots abroad will also depend on this. And not in the least turn our successes In
our own Internal affairs.
••• Esteemed members 01 the Federation Council and deputies of the State Duma, The past decade was a
stormy one for Russia. It can be said without any whatsoever exaggeration that it was a revolutionary decade for
Russia. The year 2000 and the beginning of 2001 appear to be relatively calm ones against this background. The
absence of political upheavals has become a reason lor many people who have grown used to constant crises to
predict structural and personnel changes.
I would like to say clearly that we are not afraid of changes and should not be afraid of them. But any
changes. political and administrative ones, should be justified by Circumstances. Of course. public expectations
and apprehensions do not grow out of thin air. they are based on the known logic that after a revolution there
usually comes a counter-revo!ulron, after a reform there comes a counter-refonn and after that a search lor those
guilty of revolutionary excesses, and punishment.
The more so that RUSSia's own historical experience abounds in such examples.
But it seems to me that it is time to say firmly that this cycle is over. There Will be neither a revolution nor a
counter-revolution. A firm and eGOtlomically substantiated state stability is a boon for Russia and its people. And
it is long time to learn to live according to this normal human logic. It is high time to understand that prolonged
and hard work lies ahead. Our main problems are far too deep and they cannot be solved at one stroke, but only
by daily qualrtied work.
But stability is not the same thing as stagnation under a bureaucracy. We will need bold and well-thought-out
decisions. we will need skilled specialists among entrepreneurs and civil servants.
In conclusion I would like to stress that after a turbulent decade of reform we are entering a period when our
will, our qualifications and stamina will determine the long-term success of the whole nation.
Measures 01 a transitional character have been exhausted. But for present poHtical stability to be translated
into economic prospenty, it is necessary to exert a lot of effort and spend years. Power In RuSSia should work to
make a renunciation of democratic freedoms impossible and to make the economic course that has been charted
irreversible. The authorities should work to guarantee a polley thaI improves the life of all the social strata in
Russia, legality and a conSistent line for improving the business environment.
ddressing the Federal Assembly, the government, the regionel and local authorities. I would like you to
remember that we won't achieve tangible results if we do not remove the fears and the guarded altitude people
have for the state. The root of many of our pro~ems is the age-old mistrust of the state which has more than
once decelved tts citizens, the suspicion citizens feel for the state, a feature inherited from the past. In the
absence 01 genuine civil equality and business partnership.
Today I deliberately concentrated on problem iSSUes. on shortcomings. I thought that an objective analysis of
our own shortcomings would be much more useful than comforting speeches. But one might, of course, have
pursued that thesis too. The year 2000 has demonstrated that we can work together. Now we all should learn to
work effectively. And I urge all those who are in the service of the state to take this as their main and chfef task. I
would like to repeat, as their main and chief task.
Thank you.
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Putin calls for more transparency in Russia's judicial system.
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Asia Africa Intelligence Wire | January 24, 2003
(From BBC Monitoring International Reports)
Moscow, 24 January: President Vladimir Putin has called the creation of a jury system for trials one of the country's
key goals for judicial reform.
"We can't limit the process of establishing of powerful judicial authorities and an efficient court system with a time
frame. We are going to keep working on this," Putin said at a session marking the Supreme Court's 80th anniversary
today.
"Other important tasks include the creation of a jury system, increasing the number of justices of the peace and
improving the quality of judges' performance," the president noted. He stressed that "the Supreme Court can and
should play a special consolidating role" in tacking these tasks successfully.
The president noted that the most crucial goal for judicial reform "is making judges' work more transparent". "It is
quite obvious that being open to society plays the most important role in increasing the trust in courts and improving
their reputation," Putin said.
Source: Interfax news agency, Moscow, in English 1026 gmt 24 Jan 03
/[c] BBC Monitoring
COPYRIGHT 2003 Financial Times Ltd. This material is published under license from the publisher through the Gale Group, Farmington Hills,
Michigan. All inquiries regarding rights should be directed to the Gale Group.
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SECTION: No. 2623
LENGTH: 672 words
HEADLINE: Tycoons Talk Corruption in Kremlin
BYLINE: Torrey Clark
BODY:
Staff Writer
The so-called union of oligarchs rolled into the Kremlin on Wednesday night to chat about corruption, a problem
the president said needed time to fix. "This is a problem that cannot be resolved momentarily," Putin said in televised
remarks. "Corruption cannot be uprooted using only punitive measures," or through revising the state's functions, he
said.
A $ 30 billion problem by some estimates, corruption has flourished over the past decade, to the detriment of small
and medium-sized businesses and Russia's standing in global ratings.
Putin and about 25 representatives of the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, or RSPP, agreed corruption is
an increasingly pressing problem. Even as big businesses aim to streamline their holdings, meaning potentially massive
layoffs, bureaucracy maintains its stranglehold on small and medium businesses, leaving fewer opportunities for the
newly unemployed.
"It would be much more productive to create a situation in the market where it is easier to follow the rules than
break them," news agencies reported Putin as saying. "I'm talking about destroying the breeding ground for corruption.
It was the first time business's big guns had sat down en masse with the president since May, when the RSPP put
aside plans to discuss corruption to focus on more pressing issues, such as tax and pension reform and bankruptcy laws.
With a number of those issues settled, or at least under discussion, corruption has risen on both the government's
and RSPP's list of priorities.
"The problem of how government institutions function is coming to the forefront," Severstal chief Alexei
Mordashov said. "One the one hand, everyone has noticed improvement. But on the other hand, the army of bureaucrats
is growing and this is one reason reforms are spinning their wheels." "Many bureaucrats understand the strengthening of
the government to be the strengthening of bureaucracy," Mordashov said. "While strengthening the government is
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absolutely correct, increasing bureaucrats' powers impedes business." Bureaucracy continues to stunt the growth of new
business, he said, citing a business partner who spent half a year collecting 137 signatures and permits in order to open a
retail chain.
Putin appeared to hold the same opinion: "We see there has been no real improvement," despite a raft of laws
passed over the past two years to reduce bureaucracy.
Laws either are not followed or are not fully enforceable, he said.
Yukos head Mikhail Khodorkovsky said the government "must be willing to show its readiness to get rid of some
odious figures" in the government to prove its readiness to combat corruption, "even though corruption is one of the
hardest crimes to prove." Putin promised that the tax burden on businesses -- and the red tape that comes with it -would continue to ease.
"The tax burden must be lightened and there should be no doubt about it," he said.
Putin also took the opportunity to fire a few shots across big business's bow.
"I would like to hear concrete suggestions from you about what we should do, not just criticism," he said. "I know
there's going to be criticism tonight, and I too can criticize." When Khodorkovsky demanded that Economic
Development and Trade Minister German Gref, who is also chairman of state-owned oil company Rosneft, reveal some
details about Rosneft's acquisition of medium-sized crude producer Severnaya Neft from Senator Andrei Vavilov, Putin
said a discussion of how large private oil companies created their holdings would be apropos.
Khodorkovsky said he and other business leaders share some of the blame for government corruption.
"You can say that it all started with us," The Associated Press quoted him as saying. "Well, it started at some point
and now it must be ended. The situation has come to a head." In the end, the Putin asked the lobby to join in the battle
against corruption.
"The government alone cannot solve the problem," Mordashov said.
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A new Russian president is inaugurated on 7 May 2008. What does he stand for, and what scope
does he have to consolidate his power, asks Richard Sakwa.
About the author
Richard Sakwa is professor of Russian and European politics at the University of Kent, England.
In his speech to Russia's Civic Forum on 22 January 2008, the incoming Russian president [8] Dmitry
Medvedev called for the struggle against corruption to become a "national programme", noting [9]
that "legal nihilism" took the form of "corruption in the power bodies". Medvedev returned to this
idea in his 29 January speech to the Association of Russian Lawyers, of which he was chair of the
board of trustees, when he called on [10] his fellow lawyers to take a higher profile in society and to
battle - again - "legal nihilism".
Richard Sakwa is professor [11] of Russian and European politics at the University of Kent, England.
Among his books are
Putin: Russia's Choice [12] (Routledge, 2nd edition, 2007) and
Russian Politics and Society [13] (Routledge, 4th edition, 2008) In deploying this potent phrase,
Medvedev clearly had two evils in mind: corruption in the traditional venal sense, characterised by
the abuse of public office for private gain; and meta-corruption, where the judicial process is
undermined by political interference, known in Russia as "telephone law". The latter had been most
prominently in evidence during the Yukos case, which itself had given rise to the term "Basmanny
justice", from the courthouse where Mikhail Khodorkovsky [14] had been tried.
In a keynote speech to the fifth Krasnoyarsk economic forum [15] held on 15-16 February 2008,
Medvedev outlined both his economic programme and his broad view of the challenges facing
Russia. He focused on an unwieldy bureaucracy, corruption and lack of respect for the law as the
main challenges the country needed to address. In a decisive tone he insisted: "Freedom is better
than lack of freedom - this principle should be at the core of our politics. I mean freedom in all of its
manifestations - personal freedom, economic freedom and, finally, freedom of expression."
In this speech, Medvedev [16] reaffirmed earlier promises to ensure personal freedoms and
independent and free press. He repeatedly returned to the theme of "the need to ensure the
independence of the legal system from the executive and legislative branches of power", and once
again condemned Russia's "legal nihilism" and to "humanise" its judicial system. He promised to
reduce bureaucracy, and stated that he was against the practice of placing state officials on the
boards of major corporations. The state would continue to play a role, however, but state appointees
"should be replaced by truly independent directors, which the state would hire to implement its
plans". Medvedev's plans for economic modernisation focused on the four "I's" [17]: institutions,
infrastructure, innovation and investment.
The internal balance
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During the 2007-08 election [18] campaigning, Vladimir Putin had insisted that the premiership had
perfectly adequate powers and that there would be no need to create new ones; while Medvedev
had insisted that he was deeply opposed to the creation of a parliamentary republic and favoured a
strong presidency. There was no indication that either would cede [19] authority to the other,
although both repeatedly committed themselves to a political partnership based on the experience
of working together and trust.
Among openDemocracy's recent articles on Russia politics and society:
Ivan Krastev, "Russia vs Europe: the sovereignty wars [20]"
(5 September 2007)
Mary Dejevsky, "After Putin [21]" (21 September 2007)
Zygmunt Dzieciolowski"
Vladimir Putin for ever [22]"
(2 October 2007)
Anna Sevortian, "Russia: seeds of change [23]"
(20 November 2007)
Zygmunt Dzieciolowski,
"The future is ours: Russia's youth activists in dialogue [24]" (19 January 2008)
George Schöpflin, "The new Russia: a model state [25]"
(27 February 2008)
Nicolai N Petro, "The Medvedev moment [26]"
(28 February 2008)
Andrew Wilson, "Russia's post-election balance [27]"
(3 March 2008)
Mary Dejevsky, "How to help Russia's democrats? [28]"
(11 March 2008) With the new dyarchy, Russia was entering uncharted constitutional [29] territory. A
duumvirate does not necessarily entail dual power. The balance of power between the president and
prime minister had clearly changed, in three respects.
First, Putin enjoyed unprecedented popularity [30] and prestige. However, this no doubt was a
wasting asset, since as the manager of the economy he would be held responsible for economic and
social problems. He would also be vulnerable as energy and other utility prices rose, and indeed, if
world energy prices fell.
Second, the bureaucracy owed its loyalty to Putin. Already, in the interregnum between December
2007 and May 2008, experienced presidential staff drifted from the Kremlin to the White House (the
seat of the government).
Third, the presence of a constitutional majority [31] (with around 70% of the seats) in the Duma that
owed loyalty not to Medvedev but to Putin was a powerful check on presidential power. United
Russia enjoyed an even greater base of support in regional assemblies, and thus the proportion of
representatives enjoyed by the party in the federation council was even greater than in the Duma.
Thus the federal assembly provided Putin with a powerful [32] independent political base. It was
unlikely that this majority would adopt constitutional amendments, let alone ones counter to
Medvedev's wishes, but in the eventuality of such a clash the presidential veto could be overridden
by a three-quarters vote in the federation council and two-thirds of the Duma.
The power-gap
It is unclear what political scope Medvedev has to restructure the political elite. In principle, he would
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be able to dismiss Igor Sechin [33] and other Putinite members of the presidential administration,
but it would be harder to change ministers like Nikolai Patrushev [34] at the head of the FSB. These
two were part of the core system on which the informal system of power rested.
Medvedev could consolidate his power in one of two ways. The first is to advance his people to key
positions in the heartland of the para-constitutional system, in the presidential administration, the
security agencies and the government. The problem here is that Medvedev does not have an
extensive team of his own, and what he does have in part overlaps with Putin's. The only
constituency that came to him naturally were the remnants of Boris Yeltsin's [35] family.
The second is to appeal to democratic and legal principles, above all to restrict the scope of the
para-constitutional order and to fill constitutional institutions, including the party system and
parliament, with real political content and weight. The major challenge for Medvedev is to reduce the
manual management of political processes, and allow greater spontaneity to the political process.
This would endow public politics with new life, and allow parliament could once again to become the
main forum for public debate.
The Medvedev presidency - which formally begins with the inauguration ceremony, including his
acceptance speech [36], on 7 May 2008 - offers the opportunity to close the gap between the formal
constitutional order and the covert battle of the factions. As has been argued, these two systems
exist in parallel, with the informal factional networks subverting the autonomous operation of the
open system of public politics. If the two systems could be integrated, with the emphasis in favour of
public politics, then it will be time to begin to talk of the transcendence of regime politics in Russia
and the onset of an era of constitutional governance. There is a long way to go before this can be
achieved, and there is no guarantee that Medvedev will be able to accomplish such a transformation.
The condition of his success will be to move gradually, and this makes unlikely any dramatic changes
in the near future.

This article is published by Richard Sakwa, and openDemocracy.net under a Creative
Commons licence [37]. You may republish it with attribution for non-commercial purposes following
the CC guidelines. For other queries about reuse, click here [38]. Some articles on this site are
published under different terms. No images on the site or in articles may be re-used without
permission unless specifically licensed under Creative Commons.
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